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DISCUSSION DOCUMENT
Analysis of United States Interests in (he U.S.-EU PNR dialogue
Department of Homeland Security
July 20, 2006
Purpose
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To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and
related developments concerning law enforcement infonnation sharing with the European Union
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC."
Summary
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Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn
from information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the infonnation
to screen for no-fly \ iolators and terrorist suspects pnor to arrival, and even before the plane takes
off. protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings.
For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European air carriers.
EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal
protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities.
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that
corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate'" by
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted by the lack
of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar requirements for the transfer of lawenforcement information between the EU and third parties, a Framework Decision is currently being
considered that would mirror the requirements applied imthe commercial realm. C
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' CBP may automatically access PNR data tram European carriers up to 72 hours in advance of a flight. Daring this
predeparture period, infonnation is screened against CBP automated systems and risk scores begin to be generated. In
some cases, particularly airports where CBP maintains a presence through the Immigration Advisory Program.
coordinated law enforcement action is also planned in advance with local authorities. Analysis continues up to arm al
and is further supported bv UK collection of manifest information.
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are
exempt from the Eli's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's
authority. Instead, they fall under the ''Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainty that led to the signing of
the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that some Member States might bring action
against air carriers under the commercial legal framework.
Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it mvaiid but delayed
the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional problem could
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the Member States to
renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also
notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on September 30, 2006 and
has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG received a proposed
replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although Commission officials have
indicated that this draft may not be final.J Commission representatives have portrayed their proposal
as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal
authority.
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" CBP can share PNR Jala with other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by-case basis and only for
the purpose of combating terrorism and scnous transnational crimes. Fhis restriction prevents PNR
information irom being shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies
those agencies direct access to the records Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in
she travel of individuals not deemed to be high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICE, for
example, has expressed its frustration over losing access to this information.

'.}., ' Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of-J
v... ', ariety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention un Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and will be further driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement.

-

On May 30, 2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the merits
of the EU-L'S PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament. Rather, the decision turned on the lack
of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the first instance. The
EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the EU to regulate trade and
commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that the requirement that PNR data
be sent to the US was a law enforcement and national security matter. Such transfers, the court held,
were excluded from the data protection directive governing commercial data exports. If they are to 4^-Rggulated, the court implied, it would haie to be done under the "l turd Pillar.""
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"\ " This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on
'-'* December !6, 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in
Support of Information Sharing Environment."
f
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' Acting under the First Pillar. She ELI has aiso entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of
the EC's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate'* privacy protections, the El'-Canada
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That is what the EU proposes to do. It has obtained authority from its Member States to erect
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of
Justice deadline, the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and
then will call for agreement on the new arrangement-by September 30.
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EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, this
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not The PNR negotiations
will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, EU-wide rules for
information sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the EU put forward two draft
documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context. They consist of
a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. C*
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agreement authorizes Canada to share PNR data receivedfromthe EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has
struck down the EU-US agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect.
Some Canadian government sources are concerned, however, that die absence of an "adequacy" finding
(which is a First Pillar concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing
derivedfromEU-originated flights.
9
For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the
original purpose for which it wasfirsttransmitted. In effect, it borrows heavilyfromthe PNR Agreement and
the Undertakings.
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a pandemic
strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the

b
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" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the
grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it
12
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If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and
non-binding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have
signed a 2003 Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information
sharing agreement with Europol (the EU-level police agency): with respect to member states, we signed a
2003 MLAT with Germany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member
states. The United States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member
states under which critical information is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral
treaties and agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive.
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strain of avian flu, ihc govemment will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working
Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. If given
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent
legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EL* view that privacy trumps even the critical public health
interests of the United States. u
Analysis & Recommendation
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" Conversely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes
and neither the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
_, •' Unlike in 2003. this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR
V> data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with
the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the
community level and many responsibilities still i'all to the HU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in
ihe area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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Conclusion
( '»\ \ The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information
\
continues to flow to the United Stales. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are
I'orking to break down nails that tesuict the sharing of imormation between hedcral agencies.
X
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The PNR Agreement that the L'S signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.
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Attachment: Excerpts from the EU data protection Directive and proposed Framework Decision.
1. DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 24
October 1995
Article 3
Scope _ _

_

__ __

_ _

_

1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automatic
means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which form
part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of me Treaty on European Union and in any case to processing
operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the economic wellbeing of the State when the processing operation relates to State security matters) and the
activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic law
governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of transfers of
personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the
controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required un important public interest grounds, or tor the
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; or
(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
(f) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of
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individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such safeguards may in
particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection of
the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall take
appTopriateTneasnresin accordance" with The pTocedureTaid~dowri irrArticte3i~{2):
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31
(2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by paragraph
2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
CHAPTER IV TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data which
are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place only if,
without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the other
provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in the
light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country
of final destination, the rules of law. both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in
question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied with in that
country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider
that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2.
——
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a third
country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of data of
the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered
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into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for the
protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's decision.

_

2. Proposal for a COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed-in the framework otpolice and judicial cooperatioivio criminal-matters
Article 15
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that personal data received from or made available by the
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent authorities
of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance with this
Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made available
for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a person, except
where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or fundamental rights
of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available the
data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its prior
consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international body
to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination of
the following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which the
data are transferred, the country of origin and the country of final destination, the general and
sectoral rules of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the piufessional and
security rules whicrTare applicable there, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards put in
place by the recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider
that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within
the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16, it is established that a third country or
international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
2, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of personal data to the
third country or international body in question.
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5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it may be established that a third
country or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered into,
for the-protection of the private lives and hasicjfreedoms and rights.of individuals.
6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further.transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies" ifTof by whicfla^ldelpiatrieveTdfdata protection is not ensured ifabsolutely
necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the prevention of
imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or persons.
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Attachment A
Analysis ol I nitcd States Interests in ! he L.S.-EU iJN'R dialogue
Depa.l.Tent jf iUn:e! >::d Secant)
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Purpose
( ' / > TO provkJe veu with background information on she Passenger Name. Reeurdi£P\^i>>,stii and
related developments concerning law. enforcement .nfwrmation shanng u uh the European L'nion
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC."
Summary
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Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound
for the United States. After me attacks, airlines were required to provide information about '.heir
L'.S.-bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like
•vas drawn from infonnation supplied to ihe airline as part of the reservation process. ! )[-{S uses
:he information to screen for no-fly . '.oiators and terrorist suspects prior to arm al. and even
before the plane lakes off1, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings.
For flights between Europe and the U.S., die data must be made available from European air
earners. EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries A hose
legal protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection
authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data
protection regime that corresponds to every aspect of European law. it has therefore been
viewed as "inadequate" by European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. h.*ve
!ong been restricted by (he lack of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar
requirements for the transfer of law enforcement infonnation between the EU and third parties, a
Framework Decision is currently being considered that would mirror the requirements applied in
the commercial realm. <Z
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Ja^jgj^^EgJ/} struj^
the equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by
finding a law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law,
commercial issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority.
This is the authority that the EUreliedon in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held
that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement
and public security are exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only
partly within the EU's authority. Instead, they fall under the "Third Pillar," where the authority
of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and
more authority is left to the Member States. This rinding by the Court also eliminates the
uncertainty that led to the signing of the agreement in thefirstplace, specifically the fear that
some Member States might bring action against air carriers under the commercial legal
framework.
Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but
delayed the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional
problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authorityfromthe
Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the
Agreement, the EU also notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on
September 30, 2006 and has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG
received a proposed replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although
Commission officials have indicated that this draft may not be final.3 Commission
representatives have portrayed their proposal as a technical change that would put *h* •"»"*?
ageemenfhjgk-tn-place, albeit under a dinerent Iftgai anthnrity
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CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by-case basis and only for the
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from
being shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct
access to the records. Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in the travel of individuals not
deemed to be high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICE. for example, has expressed its
frustration over losing, access to this information.—
1
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Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a
variety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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Background
Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality
of the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal
Data - have major implications for US law enforcement and security.

^

^

^

The EU-US PNR Agreement. As noted, in May 2004, afler substantial negotiations, the
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement
was intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of
personal information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law
(which required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a
set of Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would
treat the PNR data transmitted to it.4 Several of the limitations in those Undertakings
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significantly restrict US opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement
purposes.
( 0?) The most significant of these limitations, from oar perspective are the following:
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I he ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over
what it viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament
(EP) filed two suits in the European ('nurt of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing
arrangement.
On May 30, 2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the
merits of the EU-US PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament. Rather, the decision turned
* This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16,
2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information
Sharing Environment."
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on '.tie iack of competence <<ihc LV.mniis.snin and Council to enter into (he Agreement ,n *.he
first mstance. i he Eti had ba.--ed its authority on the so-called "I:trst Pillar." v%hich allows the
cU ;o regulate trade and commercial matters. 1 he RCJ held (as 'he US had aruued earlier! -.hat
;hc requirement that PNR data be sent 10 the US u as a law enforcement and national security
matter. Such transfers, the court held, '.sere excluded from the data protection directive
governing commercial data exports, if they .ire to be regulated, the court 'implied, it Aouki have
to be done under (he " Third Pillar.'"'
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I hat is what the EL proposes to do It has obtained authority from its Member States to erect
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation, fn order to meet the European Court of
iu.sik:^ deadline the Commission wdljeek to cndjtVTrs••positronu\er_the:next couple of icdes
and then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30.

(5) '

h
{ , r \ EL Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, his
V
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR
negotiations will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive. EU-wide
rules for information sharing in the area of law enforcement. last October the ELr put forward
iwo draft documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context.
I hey consist of a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the
retention of data and a proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal
matters. C.
V>K
D

\cung i.ruler 'he Fust Pillar, she EL has also -niorcd mio i PN.R --haunt: agreement 'A irh Canada fn !!uht ..if'he
El '.- iet-.-rrn.nation that the t S ( mk-nakingi pf'JWUcu 'adequate" j r n a c v projections, 'he HI - O n a d a igreenvnt
~N, : iihiiru-cs < '.i.ijJa to -hare PNR data re si-. -„\i :ir >rn die H . -v uh the f. S. ; • e n though <he KC.'J rias strack do'vn 'he
{ ''$" s r l '-I. S liiretrment. he El .-.intends rfiat ir* ;ir;u!.ir iiire^rninc -van C.uuda -e mains n .-('feet. Sume ("aradian
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i'u> ernmcitt sources ire concerned, heme - :r, 'hat 'he ib-cncc ••A' m "iJe<..\„acy" t'ndifiij < 'vbith :s a First F;"ar
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purpose for which it wasfirsttransmitted. In effect, it borrows heavilyfromthe
Undertakings.

PTSTH

Agiwnwnf nnrf ttw
—

h
1
' The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
transmission to CBP. The May JO* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds
that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it
17

If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and nonbinding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003
Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement
with Europol (the EU-Ievel police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany,
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relaiiiig-t0-av-ian43u. If air-passengers are-exposed to^
pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew,
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR
for up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the
''Artiele 29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy
directives. If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy
because of inconsistent legal regimes. Itreflectsa widespread EU view that privacy trumps even
thg^tiegjjmbtic jreafth interests of
riic-UTirtHfJ3taflKfi~-^"^
Liszr.
_:
Analysis & Recommendation

^

which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States also has
many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information
is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states
must conform their existing agreements to the directive.
11

Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and
neither the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
14

Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR data is a
law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with the Common
MaTkectOTenfurcemenrandiruMc~security SaTeratiVeTy~newarca~dractfv7ty it tfie community level and many
responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJfirmlyplaced PNR in the area of law enforcement and
public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents for further community
involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control
information continues to flow to the United States, fa creating the Information Sharing
Environment we are working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information
between Federal agencies.
Excluding Canada and iMexico, flights originating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all
international flights arriving in the United States. In termi of global traffic, flights arrivingfromthe LTC rank third
(after Canada and Mexico). Germany- it 6*; France 9s*-; the Netherlands 10*; and Italy 17tH.
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The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style
Qfl artificial
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the
export of commercial information was subject to special resrrictions-under EU law: The
European Court of Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not
commercial information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.

ii>
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Attachments
A.
B.

Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995) I U )
ExcerptfromDraft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal
data processed in theframeworkof police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matteT (October 2005) £ o ^
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Attachments:
A. DIRECTIVE 95,46/EC OF THE EL*ROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COL-NCIL
of 24 October 1995
Article 3
Scope

1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data
which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of afilingsystem.
"X T5» Directive- shall-not apply te-the-processimj of personar data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to
processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation relates to State security
matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic
law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; or
(e) the uansfer is necessary in order to protect the vital inffrreU n f thu tinta snhjPf^ftf

( 0 the transfer is madefroma register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamentalrightsand
freedoms of individuals and as regards the exercise of the correspondingrights;such
safegUardslhay In particular resultfromappropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
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[fa Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection
of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall
take appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's
decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article
31 (2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the
Commission's decision.
\L TIU^^g££ERSONAL-OA^A^Q-THIft&eQfcJNTRfl£S
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data
which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place
only if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the
other provisions of mis Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in
the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to die nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and
country of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third
country in question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied
with in that country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each omer of cases where they
consider that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a
third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any
transfer of data of the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resultingfromthefindingmade pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has
entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for
the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms andrightsof individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's
decision.

\/
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B. Proposal for a COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article LS
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that personal data received from or made available by the
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent
authorities of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance
^ ^ J h j ^ j a m e w o f k^eetsion^Ki, vn particular^att thefotlpTsringigquirBnenB:ajemet—(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made
available for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of
criminal offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a
person, except where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or
fundamental rights of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available
the data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its
prior consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international
body to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall resultfroman examination
of the following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which
the data are transferred, the country of origin and the country of final destination, the general
and sectoral rules of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the professional
and security rules which are applicable there, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards
put in place by the recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commissiun shall inform each other ot cases where they
consider that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16. it is established that a third country
or international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of
personal data to the third country or international body in question.
5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it may be established that a third
country or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered
into, for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms andrightsof individuals.
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6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level of data protection is not ensured if
absolutely jiecessar-yJnorder-t» safeguard the essential interesls"bfa Member State or for the
prevention of imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or
persons.
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Department of Homeland Security
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Purpose

( LC\ T° provide )' o u w u n background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and
^ '•' related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with '.he European Lnion
(EIJ) in preparation for a mid-July "an-DC "
Summary
fu\
\

Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound
for the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their
li.S.-bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like
was drawn from information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses
•he information to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects prior to arrival, and even
before die plane takes off1, protecting against mid-tlight hijackings and bombings.

I \ C \ For tlights between Europe and the I .S , the data must be made available from European air
\
' carriers. EU law has long prohibited the coimnerciai export of personal data to counuies whose
legal protections have not been deemed 'idequale" in the view of Furopean data protection
authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it Joes not have an overarching data
protection regime that corresponds to every aspect of European law. ft has therefore been
viewed as •inadequate" by Furopean standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. hive
long been restricted by the lack of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar
requirements for the transfer of law enforcement information between the EU and third parties, a
Framework Decision is currently being considered that would mirror the requirements applied in
the commercial realm. (_
, ^
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PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European
'QCN The
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural the equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by
finding a law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law,
commercial issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority.
This is the authority that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held
that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement
and public security are exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only
partly within the EU's authority. Instead, they fall under the "Third Pillar," where the authority
of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and
more authority is left to the Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the
uncertainty that led to the signing of the agreement in thefirstplace, specifically the fear that
some Member States might bring action against air carriers under the commercial legal
framework.
Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but
CjN^ problem
delayed the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional
could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the
Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the
Agreement, the EU also notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on
September 30,2006 and has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG
received a proposed replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although
Commission officials have indicated that this draft may not be final.3 Commission
representatives have portrayed their proposal as a technical change that would put the same
agreement hark in place, albeit under a different legal authority.

^"

h\

2

<£>

CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by-case basis and only for the
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from
being shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct
access to the records. Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in the travel of individuals not
deemed to be high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICE, for example, has expressed its
frustration over losing access to this information.
3

^

Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a
variety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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Background
Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality
of the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal
Data -- have major implications for US law enforcement and security.
T h e EU-US P N R Agreement. AS noted, in M a y 2004, after substantial rn»flntiatinn«r, thi.

Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the aiming of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement
was intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of
personal information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law
(which required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a
set of Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would
treat the PNR data transmitted to it.4 Several of the limitations in those Undertakings
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significantly restrict US opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement
purposes.

e

^ The most significant of these limitations,fromour perspective are the following:
1.
^
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The ECJ PNW fane. Th<» Agrpi»m<»nt was nn lan.q Rnntrnwrsiiil in Rnmwln ni«tnrh«4 nygy
what it viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament
(EP) filed two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing
arrangement.

^

^

\y^

' This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16,
2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on 'Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information
Sharing Environment."
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( .~K\ Cn May JO, 2006, the fCJ issued us opinion in the lavs suits. The opinion did rot address ;he
v._ ;nerits of the EU-L S i^R Agreement ;r 'he role of she Parliament, /.aeher. ;he decision 'urned
•n the lack of competence of the Cornrm.ssiv.n and Couiui to .-nier into the Agreement in ;he
first instance. The |:.IJ had based us authority on the so-called '"First Pillar," which allows ;.he
liU to regulate trade and commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the l:S had argued earlier) that
he requirement that PNRdata be sent to she I S was a law enforcement and national securii\
.natter. Such transfers, the conn held, wore excluded from the data protection directive
governing commercial data exports. If thev are to be regulated, the court implied, it wouid have
to be done under the "Third Pillar"
{ c>, That is what the EC proposes to do. it has obtained authority from us Member States to erect
v_ substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of
Justice deadline the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks
and then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30.

&

, ^\ EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stoke, his
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PXR
negotiations will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive. EU-wide
rules for information sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the EU put forward
two draft documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context,
fhey consist of a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the
retention of data and a proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal
jr;afters, < - —
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* For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared date, ensuring the
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limitingftirtheruse of the data to the original
purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavilyfromthe PNR Agreement and the
Undertakings.
10
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" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds
that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
\)A prioritize the expansion of such rotes over public safety concerns can be found in" the European
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a
pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew,
quickly: So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR
for up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the
"Article 29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy
directives. If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy
because of inconsistent legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even
the critical public health interests of the United States.I3

(u)

Analysis & Recommendation
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->. " If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and nan^** I binding infonnation
infill malum sharing
tlmrinu iirrantffetnftnH
hue signed.
cimmH For m
m n l t aim
hat»signed
c;<rm»<4a •20Q3
IIWVJ
arrangements that the United Status
Slates has
example,
we have
^
Mutual F^cgal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and « 7(101 jnfi>rm«ti"n Spring agrTfmf nt

with Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany,
which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States also has
many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical infonnation
is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states
must conform their existing agreements to the directive.
( ^\
V_
^

" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and
neither the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
14
Unlike in 2003; this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR data is a
law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with the Common
Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the community level and many
responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in the area of law enforcement and
public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents for further community
involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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" Excluding Canada and Mexico, flights originating in these Ave countries comprise nearly a quarter of all
> international flights arriving in die United States. In terms of global traffic, flights arrivingfromthe UK rank third
(after Canada and Mexico). Germany is 6*; France 9*; the Netherlands 10*; and Italy 17th.
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control
information continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing
Environment we are working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information
betweeirFederal agencies.
The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style
artificial limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the
export of commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The
European Court of Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not
commercial information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.
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Attachments
A.
B.

ExcerptfromEU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995)
Excerpt from Draft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal
data processed in theframeworkof police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matter (October 2005) / \
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Attachments:
A. DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 24 October 1995
Article 3
Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data
which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to
processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation relates to State security
matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic
law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; or
(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the rf^f" «mbjrct; or
(f) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and
freedoms of individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such
safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
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If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection
of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall
take appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's
decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article
31 (2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the
Commission's decision.
CHAPTER IV TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data
which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place
only if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the
other provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in
the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and
country of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third
country in question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied
with in that country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a
third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any
transfer of data of the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has
entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph S, for
the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's
decision.
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B. Proposal for a COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article 15
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that persojial data received from or made available by the
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent
authorities of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance
with this Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made
available for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of
criminal offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a
person, except where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or
fundamentalrightsof the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available
the data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its
prior consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international
body to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination
of the following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which
the data are transferred, the country of origin and the country of final destination, the general
and sectoral rules of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the professional
and security rules which are applicable there, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards
put in place by the recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third rnnntry nr an international body does not ensure an adequate level nf

protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16, it is established that a third country
or international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of
personal data to the third country or international body in question.
5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it may be established that a third
country or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered
into, for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
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6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level of data protection is not ensured if
absolutely necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the
prevention of imminent serious danger threaTenlng public security or a specific person or
persons.
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f VA ^ -r° PrOV>de >':>u 'A'i'h background information in the Passenger Name Rcccfd ti'NR) issue and
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'elated o.e\ eiq:ments concerning law enforcement iiiturni.ition lurina ,w;ii the European Union
'EU) in preparation for a mid-.fuly 'un-DC "
Summary
Before September 11, rhe go\eminent knew •.er\ -inle about the people getting on planes bound
for the United States. Ailer the attacks, airlines '.ere required to pro\ ide information about their
U.S.-bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like was drawn from information supplied to the tiritne as part of the reservation process DHS uses
ihe information to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects prior to arrival, and even
before the plane takes off1, protecting against mid-(light hijackings and bombings.

(IX)
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For (lights between Europe and the U.S., the J3ta rnu?t be made available from European air
.-arriers. F.U law has long prohibited the commercial export cf personal -lata to countries '.vhose
.egai protections have not been deemed "adequate ' in the •tew uf European data protection
minorities. WUIe the U.S. has many pmacy .aws. it Joes lot h,i\ e an .;'. •-•rarerr.ng data
irotection regime that corresponds 10 every tspect of European law. It has 'herefore been
. >ewcd as 'inadequate'' by European standards, and :ommerc.al data transtcrs to the U.S. nave
'iing been restricted by the lack of a broad adequacy rinding. While the EU lacks simitar
equirements for ihe transfer of law enforcement information berween ihe LU and third parties, a
Framework Decision is currently being considered that would mirror 'he requirements applied in
ihe commercial realm.
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i ha PNR Agreement was d;,o contrcerr-jai .n tiiK'pe. U was Jiulleiuvd b; •he European
Parliament as insufficient!;* protective "I El pn\ac\ rights. On May A) <hs European Court of
.'ustice i.F-CJ) -.track down .he A y cement. : !ut it chose a ground that w u highly procedural i lie equivalent under US law of (he Supreme t.'-ntrt ducking a Fourth. A ;;en Jmc-nt challenge by
!;nding a law invalid Secause it exceeded Congress'., Commerce < Iau-,e power. Under EL law,
commercial issues fall within the jurisdiction of the l-U as part of its "hrst Pillar" authority
1 tits is ;he authority that the EU relied on in entering die Agreement, i he E O . however, iield
that the LS wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement
.utd public security .ire exempt from the HU's .crrrmercia! data protection laws and .ire only
partly within the EU's authority. Instead, they fall under the 'Third Pillar," where the authority
of EU central institutions t.the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and
more authority is left to the Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the
uncertainty that led to the signing of the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that
some Member States might bring action against air carriers under the commercial legal
framework.
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because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid Hut
leiayed 'he effective date of its decision antii September 30 in the hope Liar the jurisdictional
problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the
"."ember States to renegotiate the i'NR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required bv the
Agreement, :1K EU also notified ihe United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on
September 30, 2HQ6 and has -,et a ^oal oi establishing a new agreement H% this date. Ihe ' 'SG
.eccived a proposed replacement text from the Kinni-m Presidency on Jul) 19th, although
Commission officials have indicated that this draft may nut be final.' Commission
representatives have portraved their proposal as a technical change that would put the same
agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal authority.
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o UP can . nare PNR Jala *Aith other .aw enforcement igcn:ies, out only on a csse-by-case Ka.iis and only f:n ihe
puipose of combating terrorism and serious transnational .rimes This restriction prev ems Pxd< information from
eeing shared in bulk wuh the sctsliigwce arid law emercerr.ent cc.mmuniiy, and n Jemes those igenues direct
access to the records Brvader jCvCss would allow uiha igencics to look for palierni :n the iravel of mdiviJ.uli nm
jceined to be high ibk and to assess connections between passengers ICE, for .."tan-pie .-.as expressed .is
.': .-!,,.Hon %er "c-.'i 3-ce.s to h,-- ,..t':-n..itlcn
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:Vth ihe 0< pirtmcnts el'Stale and Homeland Sccurm iuve a number. f questi. ris rn-ar i-.r.g ihe 'egal mpsci .fa
.:<-'.> jf •^•'•tiir.i .ft,.ices i;i_-!eu:::j references :.. hi:--.' .-:.r. . .r.\ ."ilion 11 H.Lrr.jn t'.iT.ti '-. Jcini'. r ei - Oev
r.iiw.-is is n:i JenMy .indciir respond u.ll lie drocii b> aie dec 1-a...is ci 'lie Deputies
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Background
( v>^Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality
^—-' of the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal
Data - have major implications for US law enforcement and security.

(i»

The EU-US PNR Agreement. As noted, in May 2004, after substantial negotiations, the
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement
was intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of
personal information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law
(which required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a
set of Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would
treat the PNR data transmitted to it 4 Several of the limitations in those Undertakings
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significantly restrict US opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement
purposes.
The most significant of these limitations,fromour perspective are the following:
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over
what it viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, die European Parliament
(EP) filed two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing
arrangement.
On May 30, 2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in die lawsuits. The opinion did not address the
merits of the EU-US PNR Agreement or theroleof the Parliament. Rather, the decision turned
* This concern is consistent with Executive Order I33IS and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16,
2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information
Sharing Environment"
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on the lack of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the
first instance. The EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the
EU to regulate trade and commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that
the requirement that PNR data be sent to the US was a law enforcement and national security
matter. Such transfers, die court held, were excluded from the data protection directive
governing commercial data exports. If they are to be regulated, the court implied, it would have
to-be-done-under the "Third-Pillar. '*

(3)

e*>

That is what die EU proposes to do. ft has obtained authority from its Member States to erect
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of
Justice deadline the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks
and then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30.

EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, this
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR
negotiations will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, EU-wide
rules for information sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the EU put forward
two draft documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context.
They consist of a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the
retention of data and a proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal
matters. ^>
* ^

^>

kl
1 ofcthe
~N ' Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light
\<S-' EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protection!, die EU-Canada
1 agreement
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government w e e s are concerned, however, that the absence of an "adrniiacy" finding (which ia a First Pillar
nTllfTBl) m«y n W h a " t t h t - f f f T *
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flights.
* For example, die Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit irails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the dau to die original
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purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR Agreement and the
Undertakings.

b\
^

" The adequacyfindinggranted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
\J%
^ I transmission to COP. The May 30* ucusfaw uf the ECJ alio annuls this decision by the commission on the grounds
tfut the Commission did not have the legal audita ily tu giaut it
"N
** '

^

11
If adopted without the offered exemptions, the DraA Decision could conflict with a number of binding and nonbinding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003
Mutual I^eaal
f MLAT) with die
the European
Etmmean Union and a 2001 information sharing
sharins agreement
aBreemen
Legal Auutance
Assistance Agreement (MLAT)
with Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany,
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a
pandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew,
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR
fbTup to 60 days forthaTpurpose. ThTtop^olita^prbtecttSh autrnSritieToTEufope; known as~the
"Article 29 Working Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy
directives. If given effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy
because of inconsistent legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even
the eritieal public health interests of the United States. 'J
Analysis & Recommendation

tf
$

i

£
which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States also has
many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information
is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states
must conform their existing agreements to the directive.
^
" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for die exchange of PNR for public health purposes and
neither the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
~\ N Unlike in 2003. thisriskis present now because ibv Cuun has muUuslvely ruled mat the transfer ol PNR data is >
f OO law enforcement matter. While European integration nas been the greatest in areas associated with the Common
Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new vet of tcUvtry it the community level and many
responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ Grmly placed PNR in the area of law enforcement and
public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents for further community
involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control
information continues to flow to the United States. In creating the information Sharing
Environment we are working to break down walls mat restrict the sharing of info1-""1*1'""
between Federal agenciesT
" Excluding Canada and Mexico, flights originating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all
international Mights arriving in the United States, tn terms of global traffic, flights arriving from the UK rank third
(after Canada and Mexico). Germany is 6*; France 9"; the Netherlands NT; and Italy 17th.
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( 0 0 Tflc PIy,R Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style
V_ artificial limitation. We entered into the PNRAgreement
Agreementbased
basedupon
uponthe
theEU's
EU'sargument
argumentthat
thi the
export of commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The
European Court of Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not
commercial information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.
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AttKhWtt
A.
B.

Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95'46/EC (24 October 1995) C ^ '
Excerpt from Draft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal
data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matter (October 2005) f s j ^
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Attachments;
A. DIRECTIVE 95/467EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 24 October 1995
Article 3

Scopr
1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data
which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall hot apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to
processing operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation relates to State security
matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic
law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims: or
(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
( 0 the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privaey and fundamental rights and"
freedoms of individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such
safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
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If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection
of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall
take appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's
decision.
4. Where the Commission jjecides^jn accordancejvith the procedure referred to in Article
TF (2), that certain stanJard contractuaTclauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the
Commission's decision.
CHAPTER IV TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data
which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place
only if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the
other provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in
the light of all the circumstances surrounduig a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and
country of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third
country in question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied
with in that country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a
third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any
transfer of data of the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has
entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5. for
the protection of the private lives and basicfreedomsand rights of individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with die Commission's
decision.
—
———
~~~
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B. Proposal for a COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article 15
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that personal data received from or made available by the
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent
authorities of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance
with this Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made
available for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of
criminal offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a
person, except where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or
fundamental rights of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available
the data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its
prior consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international
body to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination
of die following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which
the data are transferred, the country of origin and the country of final destination, the general
and sectoral rules of law applicable in die third country or body in question, the professional
and security rules which are applicable mere, as well as the sxistence of sufficient safeguards
put in place by die recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16, it is established that a third country
or international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, Member States shall take die measures necessary to prevent any transfer of
personal data to the third country or international body in question.
5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it mav be established that a third
ainnrry or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its dumestic law or of die in tei national commitments It has entered
into, for die protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
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6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level of data protection is not ensured if
absolutely necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the
prevention of imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or
persons.
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Purpose
\^j To prov ide >ou * in background information on .he Passenger Name Record iPNR) issue and
re'ated developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European L'mon
iEL) in preparation for a mid-July un-DC."
Summary
\fj) Before September 11, (he government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for
:he Lnited States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their I S •
oound passengers. Some of this information name, contact information, and the like was drawn
from information supplied to the airline as part 0/ the reservation process.(. DHS uses :he information/
• to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects prior to arrival, and even before the plane takes ,
' off, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings./
,J
J

\

For (lights between Europe and the l.'.S., '.he data must i>e made available from European air earners.
IzU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal
protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities.
'Vhile 'he U.S. has many privacy laws, it Iocs not have an overarching data protection regime that
corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate" byEuropean standards, ami commercial data transfers to the L'.S. have long been restricted by the lack
of a broad adequacy finding. While the £Lr lacks similar requirements for (he transfer of law
enforcement information between the EL' and third parties, a Framework Decision is currently being
considered that would mirror the requirements applied in the commercial realm. £.
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe, ft was challenged by the European
[f\ Parliament
as insufficiently protective of EL- privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial
issues fall within the jurisdiction of (he EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's
authority. Instead, they fall under the 'Third Pillar," where (he authority of EU central institutions
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainly that led to the signing of
the agreement in the first place, specifically (he fear that some Member States might bring action
against air carriers under the commercial legal framework.
Because (he agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed
the efTective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional problem could
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the Member States to
renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also
notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on September 30. 2006 and
has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG received a proposed
replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although Commission officials have
indicated that this draft may not be final.3 Commission representatives have portrayed their proposal
as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal
authority.

<$
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i " ( BP can share PNR data nilh other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by-case basis and only Tor (he
I
I purpose of combating lerrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from being /
j shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct access to the I
\ records. Broader acce» would allow other agencies to look rorpitterns in the travel of individuals not deemed 10 be I
I high risk and to assess connections between passengers ICE, for example, has expressed its frustration over losing
I
(jecevs to ihis information.
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f l A \ ^ n provide you with background EifTrtvition on die Pa~serv.ier Name Record (i'XR) ;>-ue t.-.d
v
related developments concerning law enforcement information .sharing with the European Union
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC."
Summary

'

f yA Before September 11. the government knew very little about the people getting on planes hound for
'^
the United States. A iter the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and :he like - was drawn
from information supplied to the a<riine as part of the reservation process. DFfS uses the information
to <creen for no-dy '.'iolators and vrrorist inspects prior o armal, .aid even before the plane takes
off', protecting against mid-slight .sijackings and hombmes.
, p-\ for ;lights between Europe and die U.S., the data must be made available from European air came rs.
EU ! t'.v his long prohibited die commercial export of personal data to countries -.'.hose legal
protections have not been deemed •"idequate" in the view of European data protection authorities.
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have xa overarching data protection regime that
jorresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as '"inadequate" by
European standards, md commercial Jam transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted by the lack
if a broad adequacy finding. vVhiie the EU lacks similar requirements for the transfer of law
enforcement information between me EU md third parties, a Erunewcrk Decision is currently being
considered that would mirror the requirements applied in the commercial realm. c _
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It wag challenged by the European
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's
authority. Instead, they fall under the 'Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainty that led to the signing of
the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that some Member States might bring action
against air carriers under the commercial legal framework.

Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed
the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional problem could
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the Member States to
renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also
notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on September 30, 2006 and
has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USO received a proposed
replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although Commission officials have
indicated that this .draft may not be final.3 Commission representatives have portrayed their proposal
as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal
authority.
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CBP can share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by case basis and only for the
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from being
shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct access to the
records. Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in the travel of individuals not deemed to be
high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICE, for example, has expressed its frustration over losing
access to this information.
' Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a
variety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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Background
Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of
the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data have major implications for US law enforcement and security.
The EU-US PNR Agreement As noted, in May 2004, after substantial negotiations, the
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United StatesfromEurope. The Agreement was
intended to resolve a perceived conflict between FT J Iqw (which limits the dialing uf personal
information collected by commercial entities with governmen!aT^Tflfcis7ali3TJ5 law (which
required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a set of
Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would treat the PNR
data transmitted to it Several of the limitations in those Undertakings significantly restrict US
opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement purposes.

«y

b>
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( vX) The most significant of these limitations,fromour perspective are the following:
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement.
On May 30,2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the merits
of the EU-US PNR Agreement or me role of the Parliament. Rather, the decision turned on the lack
of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the first instance. The
EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the EU to regulate trade and
commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that the requirement that PNR data
be sent to the US was a lawftnforc«m<»nrand national security mattei. Such transfers, the court held,
were excluded from the data protection directive pvenunycommereiarclata^xpnrts ffrt»»ya rg f0
be regulated, the court implied, it would have to be done under the "Third Pillar."1
' This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16, 2006
to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information Sharing
Environment"

Vif*
1

^

Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of the EU's
determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada agreement authorizes
Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has struck down the EU-US
agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect Some Canadian government
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-x Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
Q_" J prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a pandemic
strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working
Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. If given
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent

^

i^^it
^

^ " The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
NAM transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds that
^
the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it
" If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding and nonf v ^ \ binding information sharing arrangements that the United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003
\ ^
Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with
Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany, which
builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States also has many
executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information is currently
being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states must conform
their existing agreements to the directive.
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legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical public health
interests of the United States.I3
Analysis & Recommendation

c
Lc^

^~v
vO

fvX^ " Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and neither
v . die Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
14

Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR data is a law
enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with the Common Market, law
C «^J enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the community level and many responsibilities still
v
^ fall to the EU Member States. The ECJfirmlyplaced PNR in the area of law enforcement and public security, and as
result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents for further community involvement in other law
enforcement matters.
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Conclusion

<so- ^

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies.
The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of me old-style artificial
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU taw. The European Court of
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial
information, so that th» rarinnaln for the agreement has nuw digsulycd^JIZL—&

. T}
V^

'* Excluding Canada and Mexico,flightsoriginating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all international
flights arriving in the United States. In terms of global traffic, flights arriving from the UK rank third (after Canada and
Mexico). Germany is 6*; France 9*; rhe Netherlands 10*; and Italy 17th.
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Attachments
A.

Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995) C a '

B.

ExcerptfromDraft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal data
processed in theframeworkof police and judicial cooperation in criminal matter
(October 2005) f J\

lo /
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Attachments:
A. DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of
24 October 1995
Article 3
Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automatic
means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which form
part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to processing
operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the economic wellbeing of the State when the processing operation relates to State security matters) and the
activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic law
governing particularcases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of transfers of
personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the
controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary^ortegally required orrimportant public interest g^l^HgT^r^rthg
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; or

—"

(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
(0 the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of

'„
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individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such safeguards may in
particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuantto paragraph 2.
If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection of
the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall take
ZppmpiivXSTnttUTesTiraccoTfancc-mtk the-procedure fatf dowirhr Article-3+-f2)r
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31
(2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by paragraph
2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
CHAPTER IV TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRIES
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data which
are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place only if,
wimout prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the other
provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in the
light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country
of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in
question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied with in that
country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider
that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of pm^tinn yrithip t y m-miiiifl nf
-paiagjaph 2.
"ZZZZZI
~~~
~
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a third
country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of data of
the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered

0G1S26
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into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for the
protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's decision.

— -B; Proposal for-a-€OUNCIL FRAMEW4DRK43£CKION-o^th^rolectiorvof-pmonal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article 15
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that personal data received from or made available by die
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent authorities
of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance with this
Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made available
for or for die purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences or for die purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a person, except
where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or fundamental rights
of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available the
data concerned to die competent audiority that intends to further transfer them has given its prior
consent to tfieir further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international body
to which die data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that die adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in die light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination of
die following elements: tfie type of data, the, p u r p o r t ; nnij duration nfpiiH-iwJiig fo*^h^hjhf?

—dataware transferred, the country of origin and the cormByioTfinal HesfinaTm^Tthp gf-nwaf m<j
sectoral rules of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the professional and
security rules which are applicable mere, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards put in
place by the recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where Uiey consider
that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection widiin
the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16, it is established that a third country or
international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
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2, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of personal data to the
third country or international body in question.
5- in accoxdance_wj]iuhj_pj]0^edjy^ej^feried to in Article l6Jt may be established that a third
country or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered into,
for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level of data protection is not ensured if absolutely
necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the prevention of
imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or persons.
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DISCUSSION DOCUMENT
Analysis of United States Interests in the U.S.-EU PNR dialogue
Department of Homeland Security
July 13, 2006
Purpose
To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and
W> related
developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union
(EU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC."
Summary
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Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for
the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn
from uiformation supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses the information
to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects prior to arrival, and even before the plane takes
off1, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings.

-v Forflightsbetween Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European air carriers.
^ J EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal
protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities.
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that
corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate" by
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted by the lack
of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar requirements for the transfer of law
enforcement information between the EU and third parties, a Framework Decfsion is currently being
considered that would mirror the requirements applied in the commercial realm. C
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1
CBP may automatically access PNR data from European carriers up to 72 hours in advance of a flight. During this
pre-departure period, uiformation is screened against CBP automated systems and risk scores begin to be generated, fn
some cases, particularly airports where CBP maintains a presence through the Immigration Advisory Program,
coordinated law enforcement action is also planned in advance with local authorities. Analysis continues up to arrival
and is further supported by the collection o f manifest information.
,~^
^ .
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe, ft was challenged by the European
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement. But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commerciaJ
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR
data fbrtaw enforcement -and" public security reasons. ~Law eufbrcenient andpubhc security ate
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's
authority. Instead, they fall under the 'Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainty that led to die signing of
the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that some Member States might bring action
against air carriers under the commercial legal framework.

, •>. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed
^ ^ the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional problem could
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the Member States to
renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also
notified the United States that it will terminate die current Agreement on September 30, 2006 and
has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG received a proposed
replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although Commission officials have
indicated that fju's draft may not be final.3 Commission representatives have portrayed their proposal
as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal
authority.

hi.

^

( uC) * CUP c a n s n a r e p NR < l a , a w ' , n ot*>cr , a w enforcement agencies, bui only on a case-by-case basis and only for ihe
\
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from being
shared in bulk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct access to Ihe
records. Broader access would allow other agencies lo look for patterns in the travel of individuals nor deemed to be
highriskand to assess connections between passengers. ICE, for example, has expressed its frustration over losing
access to this information.
(i\\
V.

' Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a
variety of wording choices, including references to Ihe European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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Background

(\£) Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of
^
the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data have major implications for US law enforcement and security.
( <S) T h e E U -US PNR Agreement As noted, in May 2004, after substantial negotiations, the
V
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement was
intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of personal
information collected by commercial entities with gnvftmmpntal pntihVs) «nH US lnw (which
-required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a set of
Undertakings made bv Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would treat the PNR
data transmitted to it. Several of the limitations in those Undertakings significantly restrict US
opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement purposes.

^

b
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( u ) The most significant of these limitations,fromour perspective are the following:
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement.
On May 30, 2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the merits
of the EU-US PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament. Rather, the decision turned on the lack
of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in thefirstinstance. The
EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the EU to regulate trade and
commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that the requirement that PNR data
be sent to the US was a law enforcement and national security matter. Such transfers, the court held.
Were e x c l u d e d f r o m the data p r o t e c t i o n rlirmr.tivft g o v e r n i n g rnmrrmrriril flntn PVpr.ite

Tf >h^y m - | t )

Ijcregulated, the court implied, it would have to be done under the "Third PillarT"8

V&

* This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16,2006
to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information Sharing
Environment."

h\
i .A
V

' Acting under the First Pillar, the EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of the EU's
determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada agreement authorizes
Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has struck down the EU-US
agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect. Some Canadian government
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That is what the EU proposes to do. It has obtained authority" from its Member States to erect
substantially-the-same-agreement-on-a-new- foundation,- In order-to meeUhe-European Court of
Justice deadline the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and
then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30.

0

EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, this
00 would
be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations
will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, EU-wide rules for
information sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the EU put forward two draft
documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context. They consist of
a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. C-

&

sources are concerned, however, thai tfae absence of an "adequacy" finding (which is a First Pillar concept) may now
have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing derived from EU-originaied flights.

^

' For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits Tor retention of shared data, ensuring the accuracy
of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the original purpose for
which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR Agreement and the Undertakings.
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a pandemic
strain of avian flu. the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR for up to 60 days for
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working
Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. If given
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent

b\
" The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data aod only extended to its
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds that
the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it

^

'" If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict with a number of binding aod nonbinding information sharing arrangements that (he United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003
Murual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 informarion sharing agreement with
Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany, which
builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United Slates also has many
executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information is currently
being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states must conform
their existing agreements to the directive.
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legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical public health
interests of the United States.
Analysis & Recommendation
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" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and neither
the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
14
Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR data is a law
enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with the Common Market, law
enforcement and public security is a relatively Dew area of activity at the community level and many responsibilities still
fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmJy placed PNR in the area of law enforcement and public security, and as
result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents forfiirthercommunity involvement in other law
enforcement matters.
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l\\ The USG has a paramount interest in ensunng that law enforcement and border control information
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies.
yf\ The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial
v J limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.

C

m
Q0

I

" Excluding Canada and Mexico, flights originating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all international
flights arriving in the United States. In terms of global traffic, flights arriving from the UK rank third (after Canada and
Mexico). Germany is 6*; Frarace 9*: tbe Netherlands 10*; and Italy 17th.
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(f)
Attachments
A.
B.

Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995)
Excerpt from Draft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal data
processed in theframeworkof police and judicial cooperation in criminal matter
(October2005) ( A
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Attachments:
A. DIRECTIVE 95/467EC OF THE EUROPE ANT ARLIAMENT AND OFTHE COUNCIToT
24 October 1995
Article 3

_

Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automatic
means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which form
part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
-provided for by Titles-V and-Vitjf the TTeatvTm^xm^ean"Union ^nrf irranycaseto processing- ~
operations concerning public security, defence, State security (including the economic wellbeing of the State when the processing operation relates to State security matters) and the
activities of the State in areas of criminal law,
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic law
governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of transfers of
personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer; or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the
controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on impnrrnnt pnhlir inter*.-! gmiitwU r.| far tifr>
establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; oi
(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
(0 the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1. a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of

ii
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individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such safeguards may in
particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection of
the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals, the Commission shall take
appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31
(2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by paragraph
2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's decision.
- -CHAPTER.JVTIUimFM&QFPERSWAL&ATATX)TUJ^-QQUmX^
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data which
are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place only if,
without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the other
provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in the
light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and country
of final destination, the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in
question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied with in that
country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider
that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
—
paragraph 2.
—
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that athfrd
country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of data of
the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered
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into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for the
protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's decision.

B. Proposal for a COUNdL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article 15
Transfer to competent authorities in third countries or to international bodies
• ••

h Member Statesshall-provide that personal data-received fromxrr made available bythe
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent authorities
of third countries or to international bodies except if such transfer is in compliance with this
Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it.
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made available
for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a person, except
where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or fundamental rights
of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available the
data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its prior
consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international body
to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in die light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination of
the following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which the
data are transferred, rhr rowntty of origin and the country of final destination, the general and
sectoral~ruTes of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the professional and
security rules which are applicable there, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards put in
place by the recipient of the transfer.

^

3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they consider
that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within
the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16. it is established that a third country or
international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph

,3
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2, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of personal data to the
third country or international body in question.
5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it may be established that a third
country or international body ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered into,
Tor the protection of the private lives and basic freedomTand rights of individuals^
6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level ofdata protection is not ensured ifabsolutely
necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the prevention of
imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or persons.
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DISCUSSION DOCUMENT
Analysis of United States Interests in iie U.S.-EU PNR dialogue
Department of Homeland Security
July 13.2006
Purpose

(^j\ To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PMR) issue and
V '•• related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union
(ED") in preparation for a mid-July "un-DGY"
Summary
Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound
(u)
X ^ J f the United States. After die attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their
Qr

U.S.-bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like —
was drawn from information supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process. DHS uses
the information to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects prior to arrival, and even
before the plane takes off, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings.

(• )T\ ^ o r fl'§hts between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European air
V^ J carriers. EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose
legal protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection
authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data
protection regime diat corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been
viewed as "inadequate" by European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have
long been restricted by the lack of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar
requirements for the transfer of law enforcement information between the EU and third parties, a
Framework Decision is currently being considered that would mirror the requirements applied in
the commercial realm. £*
. <^
"*"*

-3
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' C'BP may automatically access PNR data from Eiiropgan carriers up lo T> h<mr< in ^.-j r - ln .- l , ,7f a flight purine ( h'i

LV 1 ^"i-depiirtgre penoa. mtnnrmlion j<j y r a - n w l against t"RP *nrnm»t«y) <ytlrrn« unit i-itl- i-i-nny h.'gin ' " >»•• g'TIiT-t'TJ

~V.

fn some cases, particularly airports where CBP maintains a presence through the Immigration Advisory Program,
coordinated law enforcement acti.wi is also planned in advance with local authorities. Analysis continues up to
arrival and is further supported by the collection or* mantles! information.
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The PNR Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It was challenged by the European
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement But it chose a ground that was highly procedural the equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by
rinding a law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law.
commercial issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority.
This is the authority that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement. The ECJ, however, held
that the US wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement
and public security are exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only
partly within the EU's authority. Instead, they fall under the "Third Pillar," where the authority
of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and
more authority is left to the Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the
uncertainty that led to the signing of the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that
some Member States might bring action against air carriers under the commercial legal
framework.

&

Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but
delayed the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that the jurisdictional
problem could be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the
Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the
Agreement, the EU also notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on
September 30,2006 and has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG
received a proposed replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although
Commission officials have indicated,that this draft may not be final.3 Commission
representatives have portrayed their proposal as a technical change that would put the same
agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal authority.

^

b)
2
CBP can snare PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but only on a case-by-case basis and only for the
purpose of combating terrorism and serious transnational crimes. This restriction prevents PNR information from
being shared in balk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct
access to the records. Broader access would allow other agencies lo look for patterns in the travel of individuals not
deemed to be high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICE, for example, h»f expressed its

l. i.i!UiiWilV'4L4i>!l'4I<i4r4-'t(ill "PITiTti
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Both the Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a
variety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of the Deputies.
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Background
^

^

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality
of the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal
Data - have major implications for US law enforcement and security.
The EU-US PNR Agreement. As noted, in May 2004, after substantial negotiations, the
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement
was intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of
personal information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law
(which required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a
set of Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would
treat the PNR data transmitted to it 4 Several of the limitations in those Undertakings

w
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significantly restrict US opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement
purposes.
f^\

The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the foijowing:
1.
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i JjN The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over
V , what it viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament
(EP) filed two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing
arrangement

W ) 0 ' This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16,
^2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information
Sharing Environment.'*

#

^
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(a)

On May 30,2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the
merits of the EU-US PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament Rather, the decision turned
on the lack of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the
first instance. The EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar,'" which allows the
EU to regulate trade and commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that
therejjuiremenLthat PNRJata be senLtoJhc US_was a law^enforcementandnational security
matter. Such transfers, the court held, were excluded from the data protection directive
governing commercial data exports. If they are to be regulated, the court implied, it would have
to be done under the "Third Pillar."'
That is what the SU proposes to do. It has obtained authority from its Member States to erect
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of
Justice deadline the Commission will seek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks
and then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30.

h\
EU Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement Information. If that were all that is at stake, this
Wl would
be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR
negotiations will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, EU-wide
rules for information sharing in the area of law enforcement Last October the EU put forward
two draft documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement context
They consist of a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the
retention of data and a proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal
matters. C
hS

AI
«.
.\j

a

' Acting under the First Pillar, the EU his also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada. In light of the
EU's determination that the US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, die EU-Canada agreement
•mihnriTM Canada tr> star* PNR data received fiuui the EU wait the US. Even though the bCJ has struck down the
bU-U5 agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect Some Canadian
government sources are concerned, however, that the absence of an "adequacy" finding (which is a First Pillar
concept) may now have the effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing derived from EU-origmaled
flights.
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* For example, the Drift Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the
accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the original
purpose for which it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR Agreement and the
Undertakings.

1,1
(f)

'' The adequacyfindinggranted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision oftbe ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds
that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
reaction to another US initiative relating In avian flu, i f air-passengers-are-exposed-to-apandemic strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew,
quickly. So the Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR
for up to 60 days for that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the
"Article 29 Working Party," have now decided that this sortj)£djtajetention.vicJates EUjJrivacy
directives. EFgiven effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy
because of inconsistent legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even
the critical public health interests of the United States. 13
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If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Drift Decision could conflict with a number of binding and non-

^ \ binding information sharing arrangements that the United Suites has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003
Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement
with Europol (the EU-level police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany,
which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States also has
many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information
is currently being shared. Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states
must conform their existing agreements to the directive.
^\

V

^f

" Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and
neither the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU.
" Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because me Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of PNR data is a
Uw enforcement maner. wniie huropean integration has been the greatest in areas associated witrTthc Common
Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the community level and many
responsibilities still fall to Uw EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in the area of law enforcement and
public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are nicely to set precedents for further community
involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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11
Excluding Canada and Mexico, flights originating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all
internationalflightsarriving in the United States. In terms of global traffic, flights arriving from the UK rank third
(after Canada and Mexico). Germany is 6*; France 9*; the Netherlands 10*: and Italy 17th.
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control
information continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing
Environment we are working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information
between Federal agencies.
The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style
artificial limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the
export of commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The
European Court of Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not
commercial information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.
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Attachments
A.
B.

Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995) ^
)
Excerpt from Draft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal
data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matter (October 2005) r "\
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Attachments:
A. DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 24 October 1995
Article 3
Scope
1. This Directive shall apply to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by
automatic means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data
—which form part of afiling-systemor are intended-te-fernvpart of a-filing systemr
—
2. This Directive shall not apply to the processing of personal data:
- in the course of an activity which falls outside the scope of Community law, such as those
provided for by Titles V and VI of the Treaty on European Union and in any case to
processing operations concerning public security, defence. State security (including the
economic well-being of the State when the processing operation relates to State security
matters) and the activities of the State in areas of criminal law.
Article 26
Derogations
1. By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise provided by domestic
law governing particular cases, Member States shall provide that a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a) the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer, or
(b) the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and
the controller or the implementation of preconrractual measures taken in response to the data
subject's request; or
(c) the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party: or
(d) the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims: or
(e) the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject: or
(f) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to
provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in
general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the
conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1. a Member State may authorize a transfer or a set of
transfers of personal data to a third country which does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of Article 25 (2), where the controller adduces adequate
safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and
freedoms uf individuals and as regards the exercise or the corresponding rights: such
safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
3. The Member State shall inform the Commission and the other Member States of the
authorizations it grants pursuant to paragraph 2.
FACIAL USE
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If a Member State or the Commission objects on justified grounds involving the protection
of the privacy and fundamental rights andfreedomsof individuals, the Commission shall
take appropriate measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 (2).
Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the Commission's
decision.
4. Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article
31 (2), that certain standard contractual clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required by
paragraph 2, Member States shall take the necessary measures to comply with the
Commission's decision.
CHAPTER IV TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA TO THIRD COUNTRES
Article 25
Principles
1. The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country of personal data
which are undergoing processing or are intended for processing after transfer may take place
only if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the
other provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection.
2. The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed in
the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data transfer operation or set of data transfer
operations; particular consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country of origin and
country offinaldestination, the rules of law. both general and sectoral, in force in the third
country in question and the professional rules and security measures which are complied
with in that country.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in Article 31 (2), that a
third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of this Article, Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any
transfer of data of the same type to the third country in question.
5. At the appropriate time, the Commission shall enter into negotiations with a view to
remedying the situation resulting from the finding made pursuant to paragraph 4.
6. The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2),
that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph
2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has
entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph S, for
the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms andrightsof individuals.
Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's
decision.
'
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B. Proposal for a COUNCIL FRAMEWORK DECISION on the protection of personal data
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters
Article IS
Transfer to competent authoritiesJn-third countries or to international bodies
1. Member States shall provide that personal data received from or made available by the
competent authority of another Member State are not further transferred to competent
authorities of third countries or to international bodies excep_tjf such transfer is in compliance
with this Framework Decision and, in particular, all the following requirements are met.
(a) The transfer is provided for by law clearly obliging or authorising it,
(b) The transfer is necessary for the purpose the data concerned were transmitted or made
available for or for the purpose of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of
criminal offences or for the purpose of the prevention of threats to public security or to a
person, except where such considerations are overridden by the need to protect the interests or
fundamental rights of the data subject.
(c) The competent authority of another Member State that has transmitted or made available
the data concerned to the competent authority that intends to further transfer them has given its
prior consent to their further transfer.
(d) An adequate level of data protection is ensured in the third country or by the international
body to which the data concerned shall be transferred.
2. Member States shall ensure that the adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third
country or international body shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances for each
transfer or category of transfers. In particular, the assessment shall result from an examination
of the following elements: the type of data, the purposes and duration of processing for which
the data are transferred, the country of origin and the country of final destination, the general
and sectoral rules of law applicable in the third country or body in question, the professional
and security rules which are applicable there, as well as the existence of sufficient safeguards
put in place by the recipient of the transfer.
3. The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of cases where they
consider that a third country or an international body does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.
4. Where, under the procedure provided for in Article 16, it is established that a third country
or international body does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2. Member States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of
personal data to the third country or international body in question.
5. In accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16, it may be established that a third
country ui international body ensures an aoequate level ot protection within the meaning of
paragraph 2, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered
into, for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals.
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6. Exceptionally, personal data received from the competent authority of another
Member State may be further transferred to competent authorities of third countries or to
international bodies in or by which an adequate level of data protection is not ensured if
absolutely necessary in order to safeguard the essential interests of a Member State or for the
prevention of imminent serious danger threatening public security or a specific person or
persons.
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To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and
related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing vviih the European iJnton
,"EI,') in preparation for a rnid-'uiy "un-DC."
Summary

"\. Before September II, the go\emment knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for
• the United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn
from information supplied to the airline as pan of the reservation process. DHS uses the mformancn
10 screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects pnor to amval, and even before the plane takes
off1, protecting against mid-flight hijackings and bombings.
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For flights between Europe and the U.S.. the data must be made available from European tnr caniers.
2U law has long prohibited (he commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal
j.'Oiections have not been deemed ''adequate'' :n the view of European data protection authorities.
.'."hile the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that
rcrresponds to every aspect of European law. I: mis therefore been viewed as "inadequate" by
iuropean standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted by the lack
:•!' a Broad adequacy finding. While the EL" lacks similar requirements for the transfer of law
.:nforceinent information between the ii'U and third panics, a Framework Decision is currently being
.onsiiiered that would mirror me requirements applied in the commercial realm. £__
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\ . i ' CBP may automatically iccess PNR data from European earners up lo 72 hours in artvimce of a flight. During this
predepanure psriod, information is screened against CBP .aiomaied systems and risk scores begin to be generated, in
;0me cases, canicuhrlv airports * f r r e CBP mrnrtiaiT-< a pivst-nca inning h Ihf Immiirr-tini ,'.rh n o r y Prnprnm
rriordinuted law enlorcument actum is also planned in advarum with luc.il authoriiitw. Analysts continues up w arrival
: is further supported by the collection of manifest information.
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i iic PNR Agreement wss also controversial in Europe, ft was challenged by the European
UHiamen; as insufficiently protective of EL' privacy rights. On May 30 the European Ccun of
jusDcc ihCJ) srruck down the Agreement. Bin i ;hose u ground that was highly procedural • die
-....;>!!valeru under US law of the Suprerne Court lirrk'ng a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding .1
U'V liivalsd because it e:\oeejesi Congress's Curnmeiv* Clause power. Under t:U law, conumercial
..-ioci fail within the jurisdiction of iheEU zs p^rcof-.IS "First Pillar" amhoniy. This is die authority
hdi the EU relied on in entering the Agreemeni. flic ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's
authority. Instead, they fail under the 'Third Pillar." where the authority of EU central institutions
; ihe Commission. Parliament arid Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority ts left to the
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainty that led to the signing of
• he agreement in the first place, specifically the Tear thai some Member States might bring action
auainst air carriers under the commercial iegai framework.

i \j,_\ Because ihe agreemeni was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed
V
the effective date of its decision until September 30 in the hope that (he jurisdictional problem could
be .iinckly solved. To cure ihe problem, the EU Has obtained authority from the Member States to
-enegouate the PNR Agreement under ihe Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also
.loulkd the United Stales that.. »>d terminal die Lurrent Agreement on .September 30. 2006 and
1
lias -el a goal of estab'tshirc, 1 •;<_'* agretn'ro "y dus date. ; \^x.2^~•---' '•'••• •-. ..-proposed
-•-•placement text from ' •
• .j^i.
.._ ; rA.v.A;U:a^...UU -'-•.;^-;.r jrocjilj Uv:
I
:,.,::',! ;;:ai.:aj^Ji..;i .
. ^ ."._ Co-nnnssion representatives have portrayed their proposal
as a technical change thai \%ooid put the same y'reemenl back in place, albeit under a different legal
authority.
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•,_X *j ' ("BP i.'an share PNR data with other law enforcement agencies, but only on .1 easi-.hy-case basis and only for
the purpose of combating terrorism and serious rransnalional crimes. This restriction prevents PNR
information from being shared m bulk with the intelligence Mid law enforcement community, and it denies
ihosc agencies direct access to the records. Broader accijs would allow other agencies to look for patterns in
uic .-ravel of individuals not deemed to be high risk and to assess connections bev.vcen passengers. ICE. for
example, has expressed its frustration over losma access to livis iuformation.
AA-
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Background
v

v

.J- Two converging events in Europe •- the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of
the F.U-US PNR Agreement and a draft EL' Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -have major implications (or I ; S law enforcement and security.
\
the Ell-US PNR Agreement. A* noted, in May 2004. after substantial negotiations, the
" • Department of Homeliuul .Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR
information collected by air earners flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement was
intended to resolve a perceived conflict between HL: law (which limits the sharing of personal
information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law (which
required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a set of
Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would ueai the PNR
data transmitted to it.* Several of the limitations in those Undertakings significantly restnct US
opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement purposes.

^
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed oxer what it
Mewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed
two suits m the European Court of Justice (ECJ. challenging the information sharing arrangement.
On May 30, 2006, rhe ECJ issued its opinion m r'le hm suits. The opinion csid not address the merits
of :he EU-'.'S ?N~R Agreement or the role of the Parliament. Rather, she decision turned on the lack
..T competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the iirst instance. The
•il had based us authonty on the so-called "First Pillar,' which allows the EU to regulate trade and
commercial mailers. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that the requirement that PNR data
be sent to the L'S was a law enforcement and national security matter. Such rransters, the court held,
were excluded from the data protection directive governing commercial data exports. If they are to
be reguiated. the court implied, it would have to be done under the "Third Psflar/**
" This concent is consistent with Executive Order i /'8S .i;id the President's Memorandum issued on
December 16. 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and .Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in
Support of information Sharing Environment."

b
•\aniy ui.de; the Fiis't Pillar, 'he Hi.1 has also entered mm a iJMK sharing agreement wnh Canada. In light of
iic' M.."s determination that the I/;' Undertakings presided ".idequate" privacy protections, the EC-Canada
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^ \ '."hat is what the HI; proposes to do. It has obtained authority from its Member States to erect
substantially the same agreement on a new foundation. !n order to meet the European Court of
.": rttce deac'sne, (he Commission will seek to codify as position over the ::e\i couple of iieeks and
'[ten vv ill cad for .;t>,reemem on the new aiTimaerner'. b\ Sep'errber 30.

u
EC Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement information. If that were all that is at stake, 'his

\ VX/ would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations
wili be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, EU-wide rules for
information sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the !~U put forward two draft
documents that concern data sharing and protection in the law enforcement contest. They consist of
a draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. C

Jb 5 "

b~
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jiTccsicm authorizes Canada to share PNR data received from ihc EU with the US Even though the EC/ has
...ruck down the F.L'-IJS agreement, ihc KU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains m effect.
Some Canadian government sources arc concerned, however, thai the absence of an '"adequacy" finding
i •'. Inch is a First Pillar concept) may now have ihc effect of prohibiting US-Canada information sharing
derived from EU-orieinated flights.

W|

_ | * For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the
vjA accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the
> original p u r p o s e for which it was first transmitted, [l) effect, it b n r m w i h m i v i l y trnm thp PMB Aprivmont
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extern 10 which El" data protection authorities
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European
• -.-jL'tion to another US initiative relating to a-, fan fiu. !f air passengers ire exposed to a pandemic

b

'<• \ i '" 1-"nc adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its
\ s~
transmission to CBP. The Maj Kf'! decision of the HCJ aiso annuls this decision by the Commission on the
^rounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to gran: it
If adopted without the offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could contlici with a number of binding and
, r- N non-binding information sharing arrangements that the United .States has signed. For example, we have
\ (Jjv x signed a 2003 Mutual Legal .-Assistance Agreement {MLAD with the European Union and a 2001 infomiation
\
sharing agreement with Europol (the EU-level police agency); wirh respect to member states, we signed a
I'.'^ll MLAT "-vM.li Germany, ".hi eh. builds on numerous other M'LAT's already m force with other EC member
-::i?es. The United States also has many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member
i.itcs untie H-liich ethical iinbl'triijtidn is current!'- oetng snareu. Under bU law, directives supersede bilateral
-earies and agreements and member states must conform their existing agreements with the directive.
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strain of avian flu. the government will need eo locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule reciuiring airlines to retain PMR for up to fit) days for
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the •'Article 29 Working
Party," have now decided that this son of Jata retention violatesfc'Upniaey directives, if given
effect, the Working Party's opinion would piece air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent
it.-g.ai regimes. It reflects a widespread EL" view that privacy tramps even the critical public health
interests..of the United States. ll
_
_
.-'• n a h sis &. Recommendation
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'."."in ersely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange ofPN'R for public health purposes
jita neither the Commission or the Article 2*> Corrjrj~.cc have challenged the DHS-H'HS MOLi.
| •' Unlike m 2003, this r.sk is present now because me Court has conclusively ruled thai die transfer ol*PN:R
, \ i ti.tia is a law enforcement mailer. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with
• tile Common Market, law enforcement and public security is a relatively new area of activity at the
ommunity level and many responsibililies still fall to the B i Member States. Tho Pfl (irmly pf •"•'>••< PVP ip:ie area 01 law entoregment an.i piJSIir .m-urify Jmi ns mull

-,r,y iei-,nn< tai.rn in m n sren nn- liin-ly in ii-i

cedents for further eommunitv involvement in other law enforcement matters.
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that k:iv enforcement and border cuntroi inibrnjuhcm
c jntinues to flow to the Untied States. In creating she inibrmution Sharing Environment v»e are
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal ageicies.

A^

'The ?NR Agreement that the US signed with the tL" in 2004 is an example of the oid-style ermleial
iinatalian. We entered into the PXR Agreement based upon ihe HU's argument that the export of
commercial information was subject to special restnctions under EU law. The European Court of
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved.
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Options for PNR Negotiations with the EU
7/28/06
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Background: r .
y,sf
JJ an international agreement was struck between DHS and the EU in 2004 governing CBP's
access to PNR from the EU. The agreement was quickly challenged in court by the European
Parliament. On 5/30/05 the European Court of Justice ruled that the EU inappropriately entered into this
agreement on the grounds that the 1995 Directive did not apply C
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On 7/3/06. the Finnish Presidency and the Commission terminated the agreement effective 9/30/06. The
Finnish Presidency also received a mandate from the European Council to negotiate a replacement
agreement by 9/30. The Commission presented the USG with a proposed text on 7/16.
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